Our Code Of Conduct
I.

THE COLLEGE DISCIPLINARY BOARD
The College Disciplinary Board is made up of the Principal, the VicePrincipals and the Discipline Committee. The Discipline Committee
includes the HOD/Student Management, and all other teachers in the
Student Management Committee.
The College Disciplinary Board reserves the right to amend or append any rule
and regulation as and when necessary. These rules and regulations may enlarge
or clarify the existing code. Such changes will be made known to all students.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT
The College sees the development of character as one of its major responsibilities.
The Code of Conduct serves to encourage positive student behaviour and
empower students to exercise a high level of self-discipline and personal
responsibility, and is based on the College Values.
College Values

Actionable Behaviors

Integrity

Having courage to adhere to moral and ethical principles/ Showing
clear sense of right and wrong through speech and action
 +PZWSH`PUNOVULZ[`H[HSS[PTLZ!
 )LOH]PV\YZ[HUKZ\W[VZJY\[PU`LNUV[NP]PUNPU[VULNH[P]LWLLY
pressure, showing fairness and objectivity in dealing with peers
 +LTVUZ[YH[PUNHJJV\U[HIPSP[`PUKHPS`HMMHPYZ
 )LPUNTVYLJVUJLYULKHIV\[^OH[PZYPNO[[OHUILPUNYPNO[
 :WLHRPUN\WVYHJ[PUN^OLUVULPZH^HYL[OH[WLLYZHYLKVPUN
something dishonest/questionable

We are guided
by the principle
of
integrity and are
accountable for
our actions.
Commitment
We are
dedicated to the
M\SÄSSTLU[VM
our goals and
responsibilities.
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Persistence in the course of action and unwavering dedication to
all one does
 *VTTP[TLU[[VIV[OWYVJLZZHUKV\[JVTL:[H`PUN[OLJV\YZL
and going the distance e.g. during training, sports competitions,
daily school work, projects, tests and exams, seeing a piece of
work through to its completion
 9LIV\UKPUNMYVTMHPS\YLZHUKZL[IHJRZLNUV[NP]PUN\W^OLU
the going gets tough, having a “Never Say Die” attitude
 ;HRPUNV^ULYZOPWVM[LHTZOHYLKNVHSZLNJSHZZ:3WYVQLJ[
CCA achievements, PW

College Values

Actionable Behaviors

Learning

Seeking and being open to opportunities for learning and selfimprovement
 ;HRPUNJOHYNLVMVUL»ZV^USLHYUPUNHUKWHY[PJPWH[PUNHJ[P]LS`PU
learning endeavours and being unafraid to ask questions when in
doubt
 :\ITP[[PUNNVVKX\HSP[`HUKULH[^VYRVU[PTL
 /H]PUN[OLJVUÄKLUJL[V[Y`UL^HWWYVHJOLZPUKVPUN[OPUNZ
and seeing challenges as opportunities and exploring alternative
perspectives/ approaches to questions/ issues/ problems
 :LLPUNSLHYUPUNVWWVY[\UP[PLZPUL]LY`ZP[\H[PVUHUKYLÅLJ[PUN
upon them for learning/ improvement
 )LPUNO\TISLHUKYLJLW[P]L[VJVUZ[Y\J[P]LJYP[PJPZTYLÅLJ[PUN
on how to improve for the better and acting upon it

We embrace
learning
opportunities to
be adaptable in
the face of
constant changes.

Social
Conscience
We consider
others in our
actions and act in
the best interests
of our community.

Synergy
We can
achieve greater
things together.

Acting in consideration of the college community and beyond while
respecting others as unique individuals
 ,TWH[OPaPUN^P[OV[OLYZHUKVMMLYPUNOLSW^OLUULJLZZHY`
 )LPUNHJ[P]LS`LUNHNLKPUWYVQLJ[Z[OH[JVU[YPI\[LIHJR[V[OL
community
 :OV^PUNHWWYLJPH[PVUMVYV[OLYZ^OVOH]LOHKHWVZP[P]LPTWHJ[
on us
 9LZWLJ[[OLYPNO[VMV[OLYZ[VJVTTVUWYVWLY[`ZWHJLHUK[PTL
 (KVW[PUNLU]PYVUTLU[HSS`MYPLUKS`WYVJLZZLZHUKHJ[PVUZ
 9LZWLJ[PUNKPMMLYLUJLZLTIYHJPUNKP]LYZP[`
 )LPUNTPUKM\SVM[OLPTWHJ[VMVUL»ZHJ[PVUZVU[OLJVSSLNL
reputation
Harnessing the strengths of the individuals in a team to achieve
more than what the individuals can do alone to scale new heights
 )LPUNJVUZJPV\ZVM[OL[LHTK`UHTPJZHUKOH]PUNV^ULYZOPWVM
team outcomes
 /H]PUNVWLUKPHSVN\LHUKJVTT\UPJH[PVUMVYNYLH[LYJSHYP[`HUK
transparency within the team
 9LZWLJ[PUNKP]LYZP[`HUKSL]LYHNPUNVUPUKP]PK\HSZ[YLUN[OZ[V
achieve shared goals
 ;LHTPUN\W^P[OUL^WHY[ULYZ[VJYLH[LH^PKLYPTWHJ[VU
community
 )LPUNWYVHJ[P]LHUK[HRPUN[OLPUP[PH[P]L[VHKKYLZZJVTTVU
problems/ challenges
 (MÄYTPUNLMMVY[ZHUKZ\JJLZZLZVM[LHTTLTILYZ

AJCians are expected to uphold the Code of Conduct at all times, on and off
the College campus, as this is aligned with the value that the College places on
integrity and social conscience.
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)`\WOVSKPUN[OL*VKLVM*VUK\J[Z[\KLU[ZKLTVUZ[YH[L!
Respect for Self
By taking pride in how they carry themselves and showing responsibility and
accountability in their attitudes and actions, whether in or outside the classroom,
students live out the College values of integrity, commitment and learning.
9LMLY[VKL[HPSZPU[OLZLJ[PVUZ!
 ([[PYL (WWLHYHUJL
 ([[LUKHUJL
 7\UJ[\HSP[`
 *VUK\J[PU*VSSLNL
Respect for School & Community
When students act in consideration of others and are mindful that every member of
the school community shares a common space, students live out the College values
VMZVJPHSJVUZJPLUJLHUKZ`ULYN`,]LY`VUL^PSSMLLSHZLUZLVMYLZWLJ[ILSVUNPUN
and security, creating an environment that is conducive for all to learn and work in.
9LMLY[VKL[HPSZPU[OLZLJ[PVUZ!
 ([[LUKHUJL
 4VYUPUN(ZZLTIS`
 7\UJ[\HSP[`
 *VUK\J[PU*VSSLNL
The College believes that all AJCians can uphold the highest standards of conduct
HZZWLJPÄLKPU[OL*VSSLNL*VKLVM*VUK\J[>OLYLHZ[\KLU[MHPSZ[VJVTWS`^P[O
the Code of Conduct, the College will take disciplinary action against him/ her.
III. GOOD STUDENT NOTICES
To encourage all students to live out the College values, a “Good Student Notice”
.:5JHUILPZZ\LKI`HU`TLTILYVM[OL*VSSLNLZ[HMM[VHMÄYTZ[\KLU[ZMVYHJ[PVUZ
[OH[YLÅLJ[[OLKLZPYLKJVSSLNL]HS\LZ,_HTWSLZVM[OLZLHJ[PVUZHYLZ\TTHYPZLK
in the Actionable Behaviour column of the table on College Values. Students may
also recommend their peers for a GSN by submitting a recommendation form at the
.LULYHS6MÄJL
;OL*VUK\J[.YHKLMVYZ[\KLU[Z^OVYLJLP]L.:5ZJHUIL\WNYHKLKI`VUL
level if the student has not committed any serious offences.
IV. ATTIRE AND APPEARANCE
 :[\KLU[Z HYL [V ^LHY [OL WYLZJYPILK *VSSLNL \UPMVYT 4VKPÄJH[PVUZ [V [OL
uniform are not allowed.
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 ;OL*VSSLNLJVSSHYWPUT\Z[ILKPZWSH`LKVU[OLSLM[JVYULYVM[OLJVSSHYH[HSS[PTLZ
 ;OL*VSSLNL[PLT\Z[IL^VYUVU>LKULZKH`Z\U[PSWT
 ;OLYLHYLMV\Y[`WLZVMHJJLW[HISLKYLZZJVKL!
a. Full College Uniform
College shirts/blouses neatly tucked into College pants/skirts, College collar
pin, proper sports/school shoes with laces and socks.
b. Half College Uniform
*VSSLNLHWWYV]LK;ZOPY[PLIS\LHUK`LSSV^7,[ZOPY[VYJSHZZ**(L]LU[
T-shirt) neatly tucked into College pants/ skirts, proper sports/ school shoes
with laces and socks.
c. PE Attire
College-approved T-shirt neatly tucked into shorts, proper sports/ school
shoes (unless special footwear is needed to play a particular game) and socks.
d. Formal College Attire
 *VSSLNL ISHaLY V]LY H ^OP[L SVUN¶ZSLL]LK KYLZZ ZOPY[ ULH[S` [\JRLK PU[V
College pants/skirts. The College tie must also be worn.
 )V`ZT\Z[^LHYISHJRKYLZZZOVLZ^P[OISHJRZVJRZ"NPYSZT\Z[^LHYISHJR
court shoes.
3. All students are expected to abide by the various dress codes suited for its
W\YWVZLHZZWLJPÄLKPU[OLMVSSV^PUN[HISL
Days / Activities

Dress Code

Morning assembly,
lectures, tutorials,
remedials, practicals,
talks and seminars

 -\SS*VSSLNL<UPMVYTMVY4VUKH`HUK>LKULZKH`
 /HSM*VSSLNL<UPMVYTMVY;\LZ;O\YZKH`HUK-YPKH`

All common tests and
examinations (internal/
external)

 -\SS*VSSLNL<UPMVYT
Students who fail to do so will not be allowed to sit for
the test and/or examination.

7,SLZZVUZNHTLZ
and CCA sports
practices

 4VYUPUN7,SLZZVU!7,([[PYL
 (M[LYUVVU7,SLZZVU!(U`JVSSLNLHWWYV]LK;ZOPY[

6MÄJPHSTHQVYJVSSLNL
and external functions

 -\SS*VSSLNL<UPMVYTVY-VYTHS*VSSLNL([[PYL

:H[\YKH`9L]PZPVU
Days, holidays

 -\SS*VSSLNL<UPMVYTVY/HSM*VSSLNL<UPMVYT
Students are NOT allowed to come to College in home
clothes and/or in slippers
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4. All students are to ensure the following for their attire and appearance.
HAIR
short and neat
no sideburns
not coloured
FACE
clean shaven, no moustache
no ear studs
COLLAR
Collar pin on the left collar
College tie neatly tied with shirt buttoned up at the collar.
The tie knot should cover the button at the collar.
SHIRT
properly buttoned and neatly tucked in
BELT
should be black or brown with simple buckle if it is worn
PANTS
non-tapered
SHOES
proper sports/school shoes with laces and socks
no casual footwear and slippers
HAIR
tied up neatly if hair is shoulder-length or longer
not coloured
FACE
a pair of simple and identical ear studs
no dangling or large ear rings
no make up
COLLAR
collar pin on the left collar
College tie neatly tied with blouse buttoned up at the collar.
The tie knot should cover the button at the collar
BLOUSE
properly buttoned and neatly tucked in
SKIRT
knee-length and of an A-line cut
SHOES
proper sports/school shoes with laces and socks
no casual footwear and slippers
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Consequences
 :[\KLU[ZTH`ILHZRLK[VYL[\YUOVTL[VTHRL[OLULJLZZHY`JOHUNLZPM[OL
attire and/or the appearance are not appropriate.
 ( ^HYUPUN ZSPW ^PSS IL PZZ\LK MVY Z\IZLX\LU[ VMMLUJL YLSH[LK [V H[[PYL HUK
HWWLHYHUJL;OPZPUJS\KLZPTWYVWLYH[[PYLMVY7,SLZZVUZ
V. ATTENDANCE
1. All students are required to attend all scheduled lessons, CCA sessions and
college functions.
 (IZLUJLMYVT*VSSLNL
H:[\KLU[ZT\Z[ZJHU[OLPYÄUNLYWYPU[H[[OLIPVTL[YPJZ[H[PVU^OLU[OL`HYYP]L
in College. A student whose attendance is not captured by the biometric
system will be considered as being absent from College on that day.
b. Absence from College shall only be permitted when it is supported by
PH]HSPKTLKPJHSJLY[PÄJH[L4*VY
ii. a valid letter of excuse from their parents for a period not exceeding one day.
The original supporting document must be submitted to the PD tutor
immediately upon returning to College. Photocopies of the documents are
[VZ\ITP[[LK[V[OL7,KLWHY[TLU[Z\IQLJ[[\[VYZHUKVY**([LHJOLYZ
where required.
3. Absence from lessons and CCA sessions
H:[\KLU[Z^OVOH]L]HSPKYLHZVUZ[VILHIZLU[MYVTSLJ[\YLZ[\[VYPHSZ7,
SLZZVUZHUK**(ZLZZPVUZT\Z[ÄYZ[VI[HPUWYPVYWLYTPZZPVUMYVT[OL[\[VY
CCA teacher concerned.
b. Students who are excused from physical activities are required to be present
MVY7,SLZZVUZ
 :[\KLU[Z^OVZ\ITP[[LKHU4*^P[OPUKH`Z[VILL_J\ZLKMYVT7,
SLZZVUZ^PSSUV[ILYLX\PYLK[VJVTWSL[LHTHRL\W7,SLZZVU
 :[\KLU[Z^OVZ\ITP[[LKH]HSPKSL[[LYVML_J\ZL^P[OPUKH`ZMYVT[OLPY
WHYLU[ZUV[L_JLLKPUNVULKH`[VILL_J\ZLKMYVT7,SLZZVUZ^PSSIL
YLX\PYLK[VJVTWSL[LTHRL\W7,SLZZVU
c. Students who are not feeling well and need to rest at the sick bay in the
.LULYHS6MÄJLT\Z[PUMVYT[OL7+[\[VYHUKZPNUPUH[[OLVMÄJLJV\U[LY
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 3LH]PUN*VSSLNL,HYS`
H :[\KLU[Z HYL HSSV^LK [V SLH]L *VSSLNL HM[LY  WT VUS` PM [OL` KV UV[
OH]LSLZZVUZPUJS\KPUN7,SLZZVUZPU[OLHM[LYUVVU
b. Students should schedule personal appointments (e.g. medical
appointments, etc) outside of curriculum hours. When this is not possible,
students must seek permission from the PD tutor, the Vice-Principals or the
Principal at least one week in advance.
c. Students who have to leave the college campus during curriculum hours
for valid reasons (e.g. illness, urgent personal matters, etc) must follow the
MVSSV^PUNWYVJLK\YL!
i. Alert PD tutor and/or subject tutors, either personally or via your Class
Leader.
PP-PSS\W[OLKL[HPSZVUHULHYS`SLH]LMVYTVI[HPUHISLH[[OL.LULYHS6MÄJL
iii. Seek permission and have the early-leave form signed by the Principal
or the Vice-Principals.
P]7HZZ[OL;LHJOLY»Z*VW`[VHU`VM[OLZ[HMMPU[OL.LULYHS6MÄJLILMVYL
you leave College.
] ,UZ\YL [OL 7HYLU[»Z JVW` PZ K\S` ]LYPÄLK HUK JV\U[LYZPNULK I` [OLPY
parent/guardian.
]P 9L[\YU [OL 7HYLU[»Z JVW` [V [OL 7+ [\[VY PTTLKPH[LS` \WVU YL[\YU [V
the college the next day with a supporting document (e.g. medical
JLY[PÄJH[L
K :[\KLU[Z ^OV ^PZO [V SLH]L [OL 9LW\ISPJ VM :PUNHWVYL K\YPUN [LYT [PTL
must seek approval from the Principal at least two weeks before departure.
A formal letter from parents and/or relevant authorities must be submitted
to the Principal.
e. Prior to making plans to travel overseas during school holidays, students
must check with the tutors and ensure that there are no lessons or activities.
Consequences
 0MZ[\KLU[ZMVYNL[[VZJHUH[[LUKHUJLI`[OLZ[PW\SH[LK[PTL[OL`ZOV\SKKVZV
PTTLKPH[LS`VU[OLZHTLKH`HUK^PSSILJVUZPKLYLK3(;,:[\KLU[Z^OVMHPS[V
KVZV^PSSILTHYRLKHZ¸(IZLU[^P[OV\[6MÄJPHS3LH]L¹(>63
 0[PZ[OLYLZWVUZPIPSP[`VMZ[\KLU[Z[VQ\Z[PM`[OLPYHIZLUJLMYVT*VSSLNLVYV[OLY
college activities. If students fail to do so within seven days upon returning, they
^PSSILTHYRLKHZ¸(IZLU[^P[OV\[6MÄJPHS3LH]L¹(>63
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 :[\KLU[Z^PSSILJVUZPKLYLK[VOH]LJVTTP[[LKHUHJ[VM[Y\HUJ`^OLU!
i. they are absent from lesson or other college activities without valid reason, or
ii. they left College without permission before the stipulated time, or
iii. they failed to submit the early-leave form and relevant document within seven
days upon returning.
 :[\KLU[Z^OVOH]LJVTTP[[LKHUHJ[VM[Y\HUJ`^V\SKILPZZ\LKH^HYUPUNZSPW
 :[\KLU[Z ^OV OH]L %  \UJSLHYLK THRL\W 7, I` [OL JVUK\J[ NYHKL J\[VMM
WLYPVK1*!;>1!;>^PSSILPZZ\LK^HYUPUNZSPW
VI. MORNING ASSEMBLY
Students’ Reporting Time
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Reporting Time

HT

HT

HT

HT

HT

Morning Assembly

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Venue

AJ Square

1st lesson
venue

AJ Square

1st lesson
venue

PD
Interaction
venue

1. The Morning Assembly is to be taken seriously by all students with due respect
NP]LU[V[OLUH[PVUHSÅHNHU[OLTHUKWSLKNL
a. Singapore citizens must sing the National Anthem and take the Pledge
during the College morning assembly. They should take the Pledge with the
YPNO[ÄZ[WSHJLKV]LY[OLOLHY[
b. Non-Singaporeans are to stand at attention and show due respect during
the ceremony.
 6U>LKULZKH`[OL*VSSLNL(U[OLT^PSSILWSH`LKHUKHSSZ[\KLU[ZT\Z[ZPUN
the College Anthem.
3. Silence should be observed during speeches and announcements at Morning
Assembly, so that all students can hear them.
4. In the event there is wet weather, Morning Assembly will be cancelled and
Z[\KLU[ZHYL[VYLWVY[KPYLJ[S`[V[OLPYÄYZ[SLZZVU]LU\L
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VII. PUNCTUALITY
1. Late-coming
a. A student whose attendance is not captured by the biometric system by the
[PTLZWLJPÄLKPU[OL[HISLILSV^PZJVUZPKLYLK3(;,VY=,9@3(;,
Late-coming
Status

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thurs

Fri

LATE

HT

HT

HT

HT

HT

LATE
(Wet Weather)

HT

-

HT

-

HT

After
HT

-

After
HT

-

After
HT

VERY LATE

I(^HYUPUNZSPW^PSSILNP]LUMVY[OL[OPYKHUKL]LY`Z\IZLX\LU[3(;,Z[H[\Z
within the term.
J(^HYUPUNZSPW^PSSILNP]LUMVYL]LY`=,9@3(;,Z[H[\Z
 3H[LMVYSLZZVUZ
H:[\KLU[ZHYLL_WLJ[LK[VILW\UJ[\HSMVYSLJ[\YLZ[\[VYPHSZ7,SLZZVUZHUK
VMÄJPHS*VSSLNLM\UJ[PVUZ
b. Teachers-in-charge will issue warning slips to students who are late without
valid reasons.
3. Late submissions/ non-submission of assignments
a. Students are expected to submit their assignments by the stated deadline.
b. Teachers will issue a warning slip to students for every 3 late submissions/
non-submission.
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Respect for self
and others

VIII. CONDUCT IN COLLEGE
What you should do and
Why you should do it

Consequences if you don’t

)LH[[LU[P]LK\YPUNSLZZVUZHZ!
ܲ @V\SLHYUIL[[LY
ܲ @V\OH]LHIL[[LYYHWWVY[^P[O`V\Y[LHJOLYZ
and peers

ܳ @V\^PSSÄUKP[KPMÄJ\S[[V
keep pace with the subject

Don’t leave your belongings, even valuables,
unattended in classrooms, lecture theatres,
Z[\K`HYLHZHUKHU`^OLYLLSZLPUJVSSLNLHZ!
ܲ @V\OLSWV[OLYZOH]LHWSHJL[VKV[OLPY
work
ܲ @V\RLLW`V\Y]HS\HISLZZHML

ܳ 6[OLYZTPNO[UV[RUV^PM
certain rooms and areas are
available for studying.
ܳ @V\TPNO[SVZL`V\Y
valuables.

9LMYHPUMYVTI\`PUNMVVKHUKKYPURZMYVT
JHU[LLUZ[HSSZHUK.VVK5L^Z*HMtMYVT
HT[VHT4VUHUK>LKZV[OH[!
ܲ @V\JHUILVU[PTLMVY4VYUPUN(ZZLTIS`H[
AJ Square

ܳ @V\^VU»[OH]LZ\MÄJPLU[
time to consume your food
and drinks by morning
assembly

2LLW`V\YJSHZZYVVTULH[ [PK`

ܳ @V\HYLPU]P[PUNWLZ[Z
ܳ @V\^PSSILTHKL[VYL[\YU
to a designated area to
consume your food and
drink or
ܳ @V\TH`ILHZRLK[V
dispose of your food and
drinks immediately.

Respect your College

-VVKHUKKYPURZHYL[VILJVUZ\TLKVUS`PU[OL
canteen, Ohana and umbrella area. Crockery,
cutlery and litter are to be cleared after meal.
Litter is to be cleared into bins around college.
-VYI\SR`P[LTZJSLHY[OLTH[[OLJVSSLJ[PVUIPUZ
outside the main gate near the guard house.
ܲ @V\HUKV[OLYZOH]LHJVUK\JP]L
environment to work
ܲ @V\HYLJVUZPKLYH[LVMV[OLYZ^OVOH]L[V
clean up these areas.
:^P[JOVMMHSSSPNO[Z MHUZHPYJVUKP[PVULYZ
projectors when not in use.

ܳ @V\HYLPUJ\YYPUN
unnecessary cost to the
college

9LWVY[HU`MH\S[Z[V[OL6WLYH[PVUZ4HUHNLYH[
[OL.LULYHS6MÄJL
ܲ @V\ZH]LLSLJ[YPJP[` ZSV^KV^U[OL^LHY
and tear of these items
9LMYHPUMYVTWSH`PUNIHSSNHTLZVY^P[OHU`
other equipment that has the potential to
damage college property, in classrooms, lecture
theatres and any other areas not designated for
such play.

ܳ @V\HYLPUJ\YYPUN
unnecessary cost to the
college
ܳ @V\HYLSPHISL[VWH`MVYHU`
damage caused
ܳ 6[OLYKPZJPWSPUHY`HJ[PVU
may be taken against you
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IX. GUIDELINES FOR INTERACTIONS WITH EXTERNAL ORGANISATIONS
 )LMVYLJVU[HJ[PUNL_[LYUHSVYNHUPZH[PVUZZ[\KLU[ZZOV\SKKV[OLMVSSV^PUN!
 :LLRWLYTPZZPVUMYVT[OLYLSL]HU[[LHJOLYPUJOHYNL
 -PUKV\[[OLWYVWLYJOHUULSVMJVYYLZWVUKLUJL
 *OLJR ^OH[ PZ HSSV^LK HUK UV[ HSSV^LK I` [OL JVSSLNL ^P[O YLNHYK [V `V\Y
plans
 >OLUJVU[HJ[PUNL_[LYUHSVYNHUPZH[PVUZZ[\KLU[ZZOV\SKKV[OLMVSSV^PUN!
 <ZL[OLHWWYVWYPH[LJOHUULSVMJVTT\UPJH[PVU
 <ZL[OLHWWYVWYPH[L[VULHUKSHUN\HNL
 2LLW[OL[LHJOLYPUJOHYNLPUMVYTLKVM[OLJVTT\UPJH[PVUWYVJLZZ
3. Before committing to any arrangements with external organisations, please take
note of some activities that need prior permission from the college (this list is not
L_OH\Z[P]L!
 ;HSRZZLTPUHYZ^VYRZOVWZ
 :HSLVMWYVK\J[ZVYZLY]PJLZ
 :WVY[ZHJ[P]P[PLZ
 7HY[PJPWH[PVUPU[OLVYNHUPZH[PVUZ»WYVNYHTTLZVYHJ[P]P[PLZHZYLWYLZLU[H[P]LZ
of the college
X. RULES & REGULATIONS ON USE OF TECHNOLOGY
The College actively promotes the appropriate use of technology in education. To
ensure that students, teachers and other community members can take full advantage
of the technologies available, all use of technology must have proper authorisation
from HOD/ ICT or teachers and adhere to the college rules and regulation.
1. The technology provided to students by the College shall include hardware,
software and computing domains under the control of the College including the
provision of technology to remote user.
 (SS\ZLVM[LJOUVSVN`T\Z[ILPUZ\WWVY[VMHUKJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O[OLW\YWVZLZVM
(1*0[PZ[OLZ[\KLU[»ZYLZWVUZPIPSP[`[VRLLWHSSPUHWWYVWYPH[LTH[LYPHSZHUKÄSLZ
VYÄSLZHUKZVM[^HYL[OYLH[LUPUNVYKHUNLYV\Z[V[OLPU[LNYP[`VM[OLZ`Z[LTH^H`
from the college’s technology. It is also the student’s responsibility to ensure that
use of personal ICT equipment such as handphones with cameras or video
recorders, digital cameras, digital video cameras, personal digital assistants
(PDAs), MP3 or mini-disc (MD) recorders and other intelligent devices are not
abused in any way (e.g. uploading onto online social media) that would bring
harm or inconvenience to others or damage the reputation of the college.
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3. The college expects that students will not access inappropriate materials.
Inappropriate use, materials and/or access include, but are not limited to,
plagiarism, pornography, hate mail, unauthorised access (i.e. hacking), computer
games, etc.
4. Individuals are responsible for adhering to the laws for copyrighted
materials under Singapore and international guidelines. Students will accept
responsibility for personal software when used on college premises. Such
software must be appropriate for college use and conform to college policies
and procedures. Students will also accept responsibility for illegal copying (i.e.
copying software and works in digital formats) and for using printed material
and graphics of others.
 :[\KLU[ZZOHSSUV[PU[LU[PVUHSS`ZLLRPUMVYTH[PVUVUVI[HPUVYK\WSPJH[LJVWPLZ
VM VY TVKPM` ÄSLZ V[OLY KH[H VY WHZZ^VYKZ ILSVUNPUN [V V[OLY \ZLYZ VY
misrepresent others using the college’s technology or other networks.
 0[PZ[OLZ[\KLU[»ZYLZWVUZPIPSP[`[VVI[HPU^YP[[LUHWWYV]HSMYVT/6+0*;VYWYVWLY
authorisation from teachers prior to the addition, removal, or relocation of any
equipment or software program.
 0[PZ[OLZ[\KLU[»ZYLZWVUZPIPSP[`[VTHRLZ\YLUVLX\PWTLU[KH[HVYZVM[^HYL
WYVNYHT PZ KLZ[YV`LK KLSL[LK HS[LYLK VY HI\ZLK PU HU` ^H` <ZLYZ T\Z[
ensure that all food, drink and litter are kept away from all equipment.
8. Students are not allowed to use audio visual equipment and computers in the
classrooms without the presence of a teacher, except those rooms which are
open for free access.
9. The consequences for failure to adhere to the technology code of conduct
may result in restriction or complete loss of access to all forms of technology.
Disciplinary measures deemed appropriate by the school administration may
also be taken against the student offender.
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XI. RULES & REGULATIONS ON USE OF THE AJC LIBRARY
1.

3VHUPUNHUK9L[\YUPUNVM3PIYHY`9LZV\YJLZ
,HJOZ[\KLU[PZLU[P[SLK[VIVYYV^!
Type Of Library Resource
67,5:/,3-)662:
PU,UNSPZO*OPULZL4HSH`VY;HTPS
5657905;9,:6<9*,LN4V]PLZ
Music CDs

Duration

>LLRZ

7,906+0*(3:LN;04,5,>:>,,2

+H`Z

9,+:76;0;,4:
PUJS\KLYLKZWV[IVVRZYLZV\YJLÄSLZ
HUKL_HTÄSLZ

4(?04<4OV\YZ
(Overnight loans may be requested after 4
WT0[LTZT\Z[ILYL[\YULKILMVYL
am the next working day.)

07(+(09

Library Opening Hours
(No Overnight loans)

 :[\KLU[ZT\Z[WYLZLU[[OLPY,A3PUR*HYKZ^OLUTHRPUN3PIYHY`SVHUZ5V
IVYYV^PUNVYYL[\YUPUNVM3PIYHY`TH[LYPHSZ^PSSILLU[LY[HPULKTPU\[LZ
before the closing time.
 *OLJRHUKYLWVY[HU`KHTHNLVMHUP[LTILMVYLIVYYV^PUNP[:[\KLU[Z^PSS
be held responsible if any unreported damages are found upon/ after return
of the item.
 :[\KLU[Z^OVOH]LSVZ[SPIYHY`TH[LYPHSZZOV\SKPUMVYT[OL*VSSLNL3PIYHYPHU
PTTLKPH[LS` [OL`^PSSOH]L[VILHY[OLM\SSJVZ[
 :[\KLU[Z ^OV OH]L SVZ[ [OLPY ,A 3PUR JHYKZ T\Z[ HSZV PUMVYT[OL *VSSLNL
Librarian immediately or they would be held liable for all Library materials
borrowed, should their cards be used in the meantime.
 <ZLVMTLKPHYLZV\YJLZ
 :[\KLU[ZHYL[VYLNPZ[LYH[[OL3PIYHY`JV\U[LYHUKZ\YYLUKLY[OLPY,A3PUR
card before using the computers, players or headphones. The use of the
Internet is restricted to 1 period. Priority will be given to users who need it to
do their Project Work, tutorial assignments, and any other academic-related
work.
 3PIYHY`4LKPHTH[LYPHSZZ\JOHZ+=+Z=*+ZT\Z[ILJOLJRLKV\[ILMVYL
they can be viewed in the library.
 7SH`PUN VM JVTW\[LY NHTLZ TLZZHNPUN WYVNYHTZ HUK HJJLZZPUN
undesirable web-sites are strictly prohibited.
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 0UZ[HSSH[PVU VM \UH\[OVYPZLK ZVM[^HYL HUKVY ZJYLLUZH]LYZ PZ WYVOPI[LK HZ
[OLZL TH` KLZ[HIPSPZL [OL VWLYH[PUN Z`Z[LTZ  YLUKLY [OL JVTW\[LYZ
unusable.
3. ,_WLJ[LKJVUK\J[
 (;;09,!-\SSJVSSLNL\UPMVYT;LYT;PTL"*VSSLNL;:OPY[Z[\JRLKPUULH[S`
^P[O*VSSLNLWHU[ZZRPY[Z/VSPKH`Z567,H[[PYL;:/09; :/69;:HUK
sandals are allowed at all times.
 7,9:65(3),365.05.:!3LH]L[OLZLV\[ZPKL[OL3PIYHY`/V^L]LY[OL
Library will not be held responsible for loss of any personal item.
 4HPU[HPU[OLX\PL[HTIPLUJLVM[OL3PIYHY`H[HSS[PTLZ
 9LZLY]H[PVUVMZLH[ZLH[PUNHUKKYPURPUNHYLZ[YPJ[S`56;WLYTP[[LK
 :[\KLU[Z MV\UK UV[ VIL`PUN [OL Y\SLZ JVTTP[[PUN ]HUKHSPZT VY [OLM[ ^PSS
face disciplinary action.
XII. GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCT GRADE
;OL*VUK\J[.YHKLYLÅLJ[Z[OLZJOVVS»ZHZZLZZTLU[VM[OLL_[LU[[V^OPJOZ[\KLU[Z
OH]LL_OPIP[LK[OLMVSSV^PUNH[[YPI\[LVMWLYZVUHSHUKZVJPHSYLZWVUZPIPSP[`!
 ;OL *VSSLNL =HS\LZ VM INTEGRITY, COMMITMENT, LEARNING, SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE and SYNERGY.
 ;YHP[Z VM WLYZVUHS ILOH]PV\Y Z\JO HZ OV^ [OL` JHYY` [OLTZLS]LZ ZOV^PUN
responsibility and accountability in their attitudes and actions, and punctuality.
;OL*VSSLNL+PZJPWSPUL)VHYKYLZLY]LZ[OLYPNO[[VHTLUKHUKÄUHSPZLHZ[\KLU[»Z
conduct grade upon reviewing the student’s actions and behaviours.
1. *VUK\J[.YHKL9\IYPJZ9LMLY[V(UUL_
Conduct Grade

Excellent

Expected Behaviour
*VUZPZ[LU[S`ILOH]LZPUHUL_LTWSHY`THUULY!
 :LSMKPZJPWSPULKHUKPUK\Z[YPV\Z
 /\TISLWVSP[LHUKYLZWLJ[M\S[VMLSSV^*VSSLNLTH[LZHUK
teachers
 +LWLUKHISLHZZ[\KLU[SLHKLYJSHZZSLHKLYVYNHUPZLYOLSWLY
 ,_JLSSLU[H[[LUKHUJLYLJVYKB D
 >VYRPZVMV\[Z[HUKPUNX\HSP[`HUKPZHS^H`ZZ\ITP[[LKVU[PTL
 /HZUV[JVTTP[[LKHU`TPUVYTHQVYVYZLYPV\ZVMMLUJL
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Conduct Grade

Expected Behaviour

Very Good

Consistently behaves well as demonstrated in more than one of the
MVSSV^PUN^H`Z!
 :LSMKPZJPWSPULKHUKPUK\Z[YPV\Z
 /\TISLWVSP[LHUKYLZWLJ[M\S[VMLSSV^JVSSLNLTH[LZHUK[LHJOLYZ
 +LWLUKHISLHZZ[\KLU[SLHKLYJSHZZSLHKLYVYNHUPZLYOLSWLY
 .VVKH[[LUKHUJLYLJVYKB  VYHIZLU[[PTLZWLY`LHYD
 >VYRYLÅLJ[ZNVVKLMMVY[ PZHS^H`ZZ\ITP[[LKVU[PTL
 /HZUV[JVTTP[[LKHU`THQVYVYZLYPV\ZVMMLUJL

Good

)LOH]LZ^LSSHZKLTVUZ[YH[LKPUTVYL[OHUVULVM[OLMVSSV^PUN^H`Z!
 :LSMKPZJPWSPULKHUKPUK\Z[YPV\ZTVZ[VM[OL[PTL
 /\TISLWVSP[LHUKYLZWLJ[M\S[VMLSSV^JVSSLNLTH[LZHUK[LHJOLYZ
most of the time
 +LWLUKHISLHZZ[\KLU[SLHKLYJSHZZSLHKLYVYNHUPZLYOLSWLYTVZ[
of the time
 -HPYS`NVVKH[[LUKHUJLYLJVYKB  VYHIZLU[[PTLZWLY`LHYD
 /HZUV[JVTTP[[LKHU`ZLYPV\ZVMMLUJL
 4H`OH]LJVTTP[[LKTPUVYVMMLUJLZB[PTLZWLY`LHYD
 /HZHJJ\T\SH[LK^HYUPUNZSPWZ

Fair

Poor









9LX\PYLZTVUP[VYPUNI`7+;\[VYZ\IQLJ[[\[VYZ
([[LUKHUJLB  VYHIZLU[# [PTLZWLY`LHYD
:RPWZSLZZVUZVJJHZPVUHSS`PUJS\KPUN7,SLZZVUZ
+VLZUV[JVTWSL[LTHRL\W7,SLZZVUZ
/HZVJJHZPVUHSKPMÄJ\S[`^VYRPUN^P[OWLLYZ
>VYRKVLZUV[HS^H`ZYLÅLJ[LMMVY[HUKPZ\Z\HSS`UV[Z\ITP[[LKVU[PTL
4H`OH]LJVTTP[[LKHML^TPUVYTHQVYVMMLUJLZB[PTLZDVYH
serious offence
 /HZHJJ\T\SH[LK^HYUPUNZSPWZ









-YLX\LU[S`ZOV^Z\UHJJLW[HISLILOH]PV\Y
9LX\PYLZTVUP[VYPUNVYJV\UZLSPUNI`7=7Z/6+:4
([[LUKHUJLB#  VYHIZLU[[PTLZVYTVYLWLY`LHYD
:RPWZSLZZVUZMYLX\LU[S`PUJS\KPUN7,SLZZVUZ
+VLZUV[JVTWSL[LTHRL\W7,SLZZVUZ
/HZKPMÄJ\S[`^VYRPUN^P[OWLLYZ
>VYRPZVMWVVYX\HSP[`HUKPZVM[LUUV[Z\ITP[[LKVU[PTL
/HZJVTTP[[LKHML^ZLYPV\ZVMMLUJLZVYT\S[PWSLVJJ\YYLUJLZVMH
single major offence
 /HZHJJ\T\SH[LK^HYUPUNZSPWZ

 >HYUPUN:SPWZ9LMLY[V(UUL_MVY:\TTHY`VM6MMLUJLZ
A warning slip is a written warning to students who have commited an offence/ offences
and thus serves as a reminder that they are to comply with the Code of Conduct.
:[\KLU[Z^PSSILUV[PÄLK]PHLTHPS^OLUH^HYUPUNZSPWOHZILLUPZZ\LK[V[OLT
The number of warning slips issued to a student is an indication of the conduct
of the student. Students who commit repeated offences will be subjected to more
serious consequences.
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No. of warning
slips

Consequence

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+[\[VY

2

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+[\[VY
 ;OL+PZJPWSPUL)VHYK^PSSTLL[1*Z[\KLU[Z^OV^LYLJVUKP[PVUHSS`
advanced and speak to parents/ guardians. The student may be
required to repeat JC1

3

 7+[\[VY^PSSPUMVYTWHYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ

4

 7+[\[VY^PSSPUMVYTWHYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ
 ;OL+PZJPWSPUL)VHYK^PSSTLL[[OLZ[\KLU[

5

 ;OL+PZJPWSPUL)VHYK^PSSTLL[[OLZ[\KLU[HUKZWLHR[VWHYLU[Z
guardians
 :[\KLU[^PSSILKPZX\HSPÄLKMYVTYLWYLZLU[PUN[OL*VSSLNLPUPU[LYUHS
L]LU[ZLNILPUNHU6/-6.3
 :[\KLU[^PSSILKPZX\HSPÄLKMYVTL_[LYUHSLUYPJOTLU[WYVNYHTTLZ
internships, attachments etc. as student has shown poor selfmanagement
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSUV[ILLSPNPISLMVY[OL6\[Z[HUKPUN3LHKLYZOPW
Outstanding Contribution College Awards.
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILNP]LUH[Y\UJH[LK[LZ[PTVUPHSPU[OL:JOVVS
.YHK\H[PUN*LY[PÄJH[L:.*

6

 =7Z^PSSTLL[[OLZ[\KLU[
 :[\KLU[^PSSILKPZX\HSPÄLKMYVTYLWYLZLU[PUN[OL*VSSLNLPUL_[LYUHS
events, e.g. taking part in competitions, taking part in ISL.
 /PNOLZ[JVUK\J[NYHKL^PSSILH¸-HPY¹
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSUV[ILLSPNPISLMVYHSS*VSSLNLH^HYKZ
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILUV[ILNP]LUH[LZ[PTVUPHSPU[OL:JOVVS
.YHK\H[PUN*LY[PÄJH[L:.*
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILJVUKP[PVUHSS`HK]HUJLKHZRLK[VSLH]L

7

8






=7Z^PSSTLL[[OLZ[\KLU[HUKWHYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ
/PNOLZ[JVUK\J[NYHKL^PSSILH¸-HPY¹
1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSUV[ILLSPNPISLMVYHSS*VSSLNLH^HYKZ
1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILUV[ILNP]LUH[LZ[PTVUPHSPU[OL:JOVVS
.YHK\H[PUN*LY[PÄJH[L:.*
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILJVUKP[PVUHSS`HK]HUJLKHZRLK[VSLH]L
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILYLTV]LKMYVT[OLPYZ[\KLU[SLHKLYZOPW
positions.





7HUKVY=7Z^PSSTLL[[OLZ[\KLU[HUKWHYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ
/PNOLZ[JVUK\J[NYHKL^PSSILH¸7VVY¹
1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSUV[ILLSPNPISLMVYHSS*VSSLNLH^HYKZ
1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILUV[ILNP]LUH[LZ[PTVUPHSPU[OL:JOVVS
.YHK\H[PUN*LY[PÄJH[L:.*
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILJVUKP[PVUHSS`HK]HUJLKHZRLK[VSLH]L
 1*Z[\KLU[Z^PSSILYLTV]LKMYVT[OLPYZ[\KLU[SLHKLYZOPW
positions.
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3. Serious Offences
Warning slips will be issued for such offences, and parents/ guardians will be
PUMVYTLK-\Y[OLYYLZ[VYH[P]LHJ[PVUZI`[OLZ[\KLU[YLSL]HU[[V[OLVMMLUJL
commited, may also be required.
,_HTWSLZVMZLYPV\ZVMMLUJLZHYLI\[UV[SPTP[LK[V[OLMVSSV^PUN!












:OV^PUNVMKPZYLZWLJ[[V[LHJOLYZHUKZ[HMMVM[OL*VSSLNL"
0UHWWYVWYPH[LJVUK\J[IL[^LLUHUKTHSLHUKMLTHSLZ[\KLU[Z
+HTHNL[VZJOVVSWYVWLY[`HUKVY]HUKHSPZT
*OLH[PUNPU[LZ[ZVYL_HTPUH[PVUZ
-VYNLY`
(S[LYPUNVM*VSSLNLVYV[OLYVMÄJPHSKVJ\TLU[Z
;OLM[
:TVRPUNKY\NPUHOHSHU[HI\ZL
7VZZLZZPVUVMWSH`PUN^P[OWVRLYJHYKZHUKVYNHTISPUN
7VZZLZZPVUVMWVYUVNYHWOPJTH[LYPHSZ
7VZZLZZPVUVM^LHWVUZVY^LHWVUSPRLP[LTZ^OPJOPZ\ZLKVYPU[LUKLK[V
be used to cause harm to others
 (ZZH\S[HUKÄNO[PUN
 (J[ZVMOVVSPNHUPZT
 7O`ZPJHSVYLTV[PVUHSHI\ZL[OYLH[LUPUN[OLOLHS[OZHML[`VY^LSSILPUNVM
any person
Criminal offences will be referred to the police.

Annex
Conduct Grade
nnex 1 Components of Co
No. of
Your attendance
SH[LJVTPUN
rate (including no.
No. of AWOL
of parents’ letter)

Your attitude in
class and towards
work (Holistic
Progress Card)
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Conduct
Grade

No. of Warning Slips

No. of Good
Student Notices

Annex 2 Summary of Warning Slip Offences
Examples of offence

No. of
warning
slip(s)

Further Action (where applicable)

 -HPS\YL[VHKKYLZZH[[PYLHUK
or appearance issues

1

 :[\KLU[ZTH`ILHZRLK[VYL[\YU
home to make the necessary
changes if the attire and/or the
appearance are not appropriate.

 ;Y\HUJ`!
- they are absent from lesson
or other college activities
without valid reason, or
- they left College without
permission before the
stipulated time, or
- they failed to submit the
early-leave form and relevant
document within seven days
upon returning.

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+;\[VY
 7HYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ^PSSILPUMVYTLK

 :[\KLU[Z^OVOH]L
HJJ\T\SH[LK%THRL\W7,
by the conduct grade cut-off
WLYPVK1*!;>1!
;>^PSSILPZZ\LK
warning slip.

1

 7+[\[VY^PSSPUMVYTWHYLU[Z
guardians

 rd latecoming in a term

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+;\[VY

  and every subsequent
latecoming in a term

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+;\[VY
 7HYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ^PSSILPUMVYTLK

 9LWVY[PUNHM[LYHT[V
college during normal term
time – i.e. “very late” status

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+;\[VY

 3H[LMVYSLZZVUZ^P[OV\[]HSPK
reasons

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`Z\IQLJ[[\[VYZHUKVY
PD Tutor

 SH[LZ\ITPZZPVUZUVU
submission of assignments

1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+;\[VY
 7HYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ^PSSILPUMVYTLK

 7VZZLZZPVUHUKVYWSH`PUNVM
poker cards in college

1

 7VRLYJHYKZ^PSSILJVUÄZJH[LK

th

 ,HJOZLYPV\ZVMMLUJL

At least
1

 *V\UZLSSPUNI`7+;\[VY
 7HYLU[ZN\HYKPHUZ^PSSILPUMVYTLK
 9LZ[VYH[P]LHJ[PVUZTH`ILYLX\PYLK
– e.g. paying for damaged school
WYVWLY[`"YLZ[VYPUNKLMHJLKZJOVVS
property, etc.
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